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Editorial execution time. In addition, the authors develop an epidemic simulation and conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate that the proposed approach has significant performance improvement.
The third article (Linden et al. 2019 ) explores an approach for process synchronization of parallel simulation of spatially extended stochastic system models on multicore processors. The targeted mechanism is to provide effective synchronization support of processes with highly variable time intervals between successive events. The mechanism incorporates a mechanism for controlling optimism by having each process reports information about future outbound events. An implementation of the mechanism compared to an implementation with a naive synchronization shows a speedup of 43-95% for large models and an average speedup of 37% for small models.
The final article (Rahman et al. 2019 ) develops a hardware accelerator for parallel simulation. Specifically, the article describes an field-programmable gate array (FPGA) solution to manage object states and the event handling code. The solution specifically synthesizes the FPGA code to realize a custom hardware acceleration solution for a given simulation model. The accelerator is organized into multiple parallel event processors that can manage dependencies, record event execution history, and support rollback. The article examines an initial design configuration that scales to 64 concurrent event processors when additional scaling performance degrades. Using results from the initial solution, the article then evolves into a refined design solution with improved scaling capabilities. Comparing performance to a 12-core Intel Xeon processor, the article reports a 3.2 speedup factor that consumes 15% less power.
Preparations for the special issue began soon after the 2017 ACM SIGSIM Conference on PADS, and it has taken about 1.5 years for the articles to be ready for publication. A rigorous peer-review process has ensured that the selected papers represent not only the cutting edge of research in the PADS community but also provide future research direction and will, in time, contribute toward shaping the intellectual foundations of our discipline. The realization of the special issue was made possible through the contributions of numerous reviewers, and we thank them all. We are grateful for their time in preparing detailed referee reports and working to the timelines of the special issue.
